
Chapter 1 

My name is Kristine, and I’m in year 9. Let me tell you about my 

story. I don’t remember it very well.  

I was six by the time. My parents were going out and left me 

with a babysitter. While they were leaving the storm broke out. 

“Come on let’s go have some fun” the babysitter said while 

gesturing for me to come inside. We lived in a flat next to the 

haunted house. At the time we couldn’t afford a better home.  

“I’m going to make dinner,” The babysitter said while smiling. 

BANG The sound of the thunder was as loud as a giant. “Ok,” I 

said while trembling. A flash of lightning and the babysitter was 

gone. Grrrrrrrr! I hid under my blanket. “I’m back, food is ready.” 

The babysitter screamed to scare me. To be honest it worked.  

We went downstairs. I heard a loud creek it sounds like it was 

coming from the closet. I jumped. Then the babysitter (Mary) 

calmed me down. We ate rice and chicken. “I love chicken!” Mary 

shouted with her mouth full. I laughed. Then Mary snorted 

spitting rice everywhere. I laughed again. After eating, Mary 

whipped out her paint and box from the big 

suitcase she was carrying around. The suitcase 

was a deep brown color and had red splats on 

the back of it. “The fun’s just about to start” Mary 

announced. 

I looked outside the window and whimpered. 

Mary gave me a blanket and crafted a puppet 

show. She made a funny sock puppet and made 

a play about a potato in space. I laughed and 

completely forgot about the rain and what I 

heard in my bedroom. “Do you want to watch a 

movie?” Mary asked politely. “Yes please!” I replied almost

immediately.   



Mary tried putting the DVD into the player but it didn’t work so 

she called my parents and asked if we could watch the movie in 

their room. When we got there, she immediately called my mom 

and asked if she could cover the clown statue with a blanket. My 

mom quickly replied, “Get out of there, we don’t have a clown 

statue!” Mary looked back at the statue and saw it smile faintly. 

Mary ran down and forgot me. When she got out, I screamed out 

loud. Mary took off her heels and used them as a weapon she 

walked cautiously back up the stairs into my parent’s room. 

When she reached there, I was gone. She called the police 

immediately. When the police arrived, Mary had to go in for 

questioning. A few minutes later my parents arrived. My dad was 

crying yet my mom was calm and comforting my dad.  

When Mary got out of questioning my mom ran up to her and 

slapped her. “Why would you let her get taken?!” my mom 

bellowed. Mary touched her red cheek and look at my mom with 

tears in her eyes “I’m so sorry!”  A police officer looked around 

the house and came out in disbelief. He came out with the 

suitcase. He opened it and started going through it. At first, it was 

just a bunch of paint, paintbrushes, colors, fabric, dolls, and 

dress-up clothes: pirates, police, fairies, doctors, and princess 

costumes. Then what came out next shocked everyone. A gun 

and knife with blood on it right at the bottom of everything.  

“Miss, can you explain this?” one of the officers called out. “OH, 

Ummm that’s just toys!” she exclaimed. “Ok, miss please step 

into the car.” One of the officers stated. “Noo, I had nothing to do 

with this” Mary exclaimed as she got handcuffed and put into the 

car.  

My dad then asked where I was. The officers had no idea. They 

said that it was too dark to see anything and that they would 

resume their search again tomorrow. My mom complained and 

begged them to continue their search, but the officers declined 

and told them that they had to sleep somewhere else. The mayor 



was paying for their hotel room and food they slept at the best 

hotel but they couldn’t stop worrying about me.  

At dawn, they raced home and saw a lot of police swarming 

around the house. Mom was so relieved to see everyone working 

hard to find me. After hours of hard work, they found a clue, 

strands of hair leading to the back of the house first they had to 

check if it was my hair. 3 hours later and it was my hair.  

At the back of the house there was only a well. When they 

reached the back of the house the strands had ended. “What do 

we do know?” one of the new recruits asked. “We search.” The 

other one exclaimed  

When I woke up, I was in a dark room. “Welcome!” a strange 

dark figure let out. I jumped. I tried to speak but my mouth didn’t 

move. I tried and tried but nothing came out.    

 We found something!” A man shouted from above. “When I jump 

on the ground it sounds hollow.” And everyone started jumping 

where the man standing. “I’ve got something to take care of.” The 

strange voice gleamed. All of a sudden, we heard thumping 

coming from the ceiling.  

 

“We are almost there, oh I felt something!” a man exclaimed. 

Soon after that we heard a lot of thumping. Then I saw the metal 

bending a little bit. I reached out to find a light switch. I felt a lot 

of things like an apple and socks then I felt something mushy 

and finally I felt the switch. I looked around and it looked like a 

bunker ready for war. Then I turned around to see what the 

mushy thing was and saw it was a face. “BOO!” a creepy clown 

whispered.  “Ahhhhhh!” I screamed almost breaking a glass. 

“Calm down.” The clown said while sitting down. “Why do you 

want me?” I asked. “You have su…” He said just before a loud 

noise interrupted him. A bright light flashed into my eyes it was 

way brighter than the light in the dark bunker. “Crissy?” A soft 



voice called out. I wanted to reply but I was to intrigued on what 

the clown said.  

I felt something grabbing my hand and soon felt my body rushing 

towards a nearby exit. Then we slowed down into a dark tunnel. 

I saw all kinds of creepy things (not including the clown still 

holding my hands) there were skeletons everywhere and all sorts 

of insects (I hated insects when I was child especially flies and 

ants, I don’t know why though they just creep me out.)  

We suddenly stepped into a very bright room. I looked at the 

clown who was suddenly removing his clown makeup and then 

made me put on a different outfit. He tied my hands to a pole to 

make sure I don’t run away while he was changing to regular 

clothes. “What’s your name?” I asked quietly. “Just call me Dan.” 

He said firmly. He untied my hands and we walked out. I saw a 

small but beautiful town.  

“Where are we?” I asked in awe. “It’s best you don’t ask.” Dan 

uttered. After that the whole walk was quiet, but that didn’t stop 

me from enjoying it. I saw birds and people everywhere. I loved 

birds (My favorite is the Mountain Bluebird)  

I smelled new smells it was wonderful. I even got to try an um… 

what is it… oh yeah corndog. I hope I stayed here forever. “We 

can’t stay here too long.” Dan muttered. Me hearing it suggested 

that we stayed here for just 1 more day.  

He looked through his pocket and found a 100 Yen bill and said 

OK, but just one more day. I started having fun with Dan but I still 

missed my parents. We went to an inn. The inn wasn’t big but it 

was perfect. Lucky for us we got the last room available. I ate my 

first pizza; it was so delicious. With the stringy cheese to the hot 

chicken. I think it’s my favorite.  

We when to bed. When we woke up, we heard a lot of sirens. 

“Come on let’s go!” Dan rushed. But I didn’t want to go. I tugged 

for him to let me go. “I will you to another city far better that this.” 



Dan said while pulling me along. (As a six-year-old I believed him 

and went along.)  

The sirens got fainter and fainter by the minute. We entered 

another tunnel but this one had many people. Then we sat inside 

a big box with many people. 

“Where are we?” I asked.  

“Where in a subway.” He replied  

At this point I felt like Dan knew this place. Soon after that the 

box (subway) Started moving. “Just sit still and be quiet.” Dan 

said firmly. On the subway ride there were many entertainments. 

At first, they were some hip-hop dancers. The girls wore baggy 

pants with hats baggy shirts. The boys wore baggy jeans with a 

baggy shirt with hats and a coat on top. (To be honest I really the 

way the girls look compared with the boys.  

 After there was an artist who was doing art with his forehead 

and with dancing. (I thought that was funny) For the whole ride 

Dan was quiet and didn’t say a thing. He was just looking a 

something on his phone. 

I was about to say something when a man interrupted me. He 

said that it was his daughter’s birthday and wanted us to sing for 

her. The girl looked shy and I think she was around my age.  

Soon after everyone sang “happy birthday to you…” I didn’t 

expect there to be cake but when he brought it out Dan move 

away, he said that he was allergic to cake. (I didn’t know such a 

thing existed.) Everyone on the subway got cake and I moved 

toward the girl who seemed very shy.  

“Hi… my name is Kristine but you can call me Crissy.” I smiled 

“Oh hi… my… name is… Alice.” She whispered  

“Want to be friends.” I asked  

“Ok.” She replied  



She had brought dolls and some other toys. When it was around 

noon. Me and Alice’s tummies rumbled. The guy sitting next to 

us heard it. He was sailing corn. He got the mic and said 

cheerfully, “It’s CORN a big lump with knobs It’s has the juice… 

it has the juice I can’t imagine a more beautiful thing…”  

Alice laughed and then soon after every one on the subway 

laughed. “let’s go ask my dad for some money to buy corn.” Alice 

suggested. We went to her dad who was chatting with one of the 

hip hop dancers.  

“Dad, can we have 2 Yen for some corn?” Alice asked 

 “Anything for the birthday girl.” Alice’s dad replied.  

“Thank you!” I spoke 

“And who are your young lady?” Alice’s dad said enthusiastically.  

“I’m Alice’s friend, my name is Kristine.” I replied 

“Are you for around here?” He asked  

“no.” I replied  

“Come with and no questions.” Alice’s dad said firmly.  

He took us to a different side of the subway while Dan was still 

looking on his phone. He made a phone call and soon after the 

subway stopped but the doors did not open.  

“Please remain seated.” The loud speaker announced.  

The sound of sirens piercing my ears.   

“Crissy come back!” Dan shouted. 

The doors opened and I saw my mom and dad.  

“Oh Crissy.” My mom gasped 

We all hugged and when I turned to look at Dan he was gone.   

 



Chapter 2 

The present day. 

 

“Come on Crissy, we’re going to be late.” Alice calls out.  

“Coming.” I reply  

We are going to our first Halloween dance. I dressed up as 

Harley Quin and Alice dressed up as the joker.   

When we reached at the venue, we saw 

many people dressed up as clowns. Dan 

are you there, I thought to myself.  

As we entered there was a dark corridor 

on the side. Something was calling me 

inside the corridor. “Welcome.” A voice 

called out. I got scared.  

We entered the hall and saw many 

different costumes. I looked up at the 

chandelier and saw a black shadow moving around. Oh, that’s 

just a decoration, I though.  

A lot of people swarmed around us as Alice started to throw 

sweets and chocolate. Some of the people got knocked out with 

hard candy hitting their heads, but no-one cared and continued 

to dance. 

Soon after that everyone in the hall got a message on their 

phones saying ‘I will get my revenge!’ but no-one cared and 

continued to dance. I told Alice that I needed to go to the loo but 

really, I just wanted to explore the dark corridor we walked past.  

“Ok.” Alice said while looking for someone she knows, “I’ll meet 

you at the food bar.”  



I started to wander around. Then I saw the corridor which we 

walked past. There was a flash light on the side and I took it. It 

didn’t have a lot of battery but it worked. When I turned it on I 

saw a door at the end of the corridor. The flash light stopped 

working, but I decided to enter the room.  

“Hello little girl.” A voice whispered from behind me.  

I turned on my flash light and saw nothing. I ran out of there and 

went back to Alice. As I turned to look for Alice, I saw her dancing 

with some of our other friends.  

“Hey guys.” I said from behind them. 

“Oh hi, you’re back.” Alice glimmered. 

I told them what I heard and asked if they wanted to help. They 

all agreed. We walked off while everyone was dancing in the light 

up room. There were four of us. Alice, Oliver, Noah and me. We 

asked some servant who were carrying food and drinks around 

if they had some torches.  

“Yes, they’re in the back. I’ll take you there.” A tall man wearing 

a suit carrying a red juice on his trey.  

He led us to a big kitchen with a lot of workers making food. As 

we walked past them to a different room where some of the 

workers were resting. Before entering the room, I saw a dark 

figure following us, I didn’t think much about it. The man gave us 

three torches, one for me and Alice to share and the others are 

for Oliver and Noah. We all said thank you and walked toward 

the corridor.  

Oliver and Noah looked around in fear.  

“Do we have to go in there?” Oliver asked 

“Yes, don’t chicken out boys.” Alice whispered  

I could see that all of them were scared. We walked slowly 

towards the door.  



“Turn on your torches.” I whispered. 

I opened the door slowly and then it creaked, but before I could 

open it all I heard a thud from behind us. It seemed like I was the 

only one who heard it. I turned around swiftly to see nothing 

there. I shrugged it off and opened the door.  

Our torches light up the room. It looked like it was a cellar. We 

were abruptly interrupted by the host, who asked us to go back 

to the hall. We walked back to the hall, but I didn’t give up yet. I 

asked Alice, Oliver, and Noah if they want to try again. Oliver and 

Noah said no but Alice said yes.  

Before going we looked around to check if we weren’t followed. 

After we walked back to the cellar and tried opening it but it 

wouldn’t budge. 

“Now what?” Alice questioned  

“I’ll think of something.” I answered 

We looked around for a key. But there was nothing but an old 

portrait. We looked around it but nothing. Then I was about to 

take the portrait off the wall but suddenly there was a loud 

scream coming from the kitchen. We rushed over there to find a 

male chef screaming because of a rat on the ground.   

Alice and I burst out laughing. Then a female chef picked it up 

by the tail and threw it out a big window. 

“What a baby.” The female chef said while chuckling.  

We went back to the hall and found Oliver and Noah dancing 

with some other people. We decided to leave them alone and 

then went to a red sofa. I started to get hungry so then I called 

over a servant for some food. I got some cake.  

“Thank you.” I smiled  

He just wised past and clunk to some boy.  

“What should we do?” I said with cake in my mouth  



Alice shrugged and looked at the people dancing in aww. I knew 

she wanted to dance; I mean it is our first dance.  

“You can dance its fine.” I murmured  

“Are you sure?” Alice asked 

“Yes, now go!” I exclaimed 

While she was going, I looked around for a way to escape and 

go to the corridor when suddenly a guy dressed up in a clown 

costume pulled my hand and asked me to dance. I remained 

silent and tried to pull away but he didn’t let go. I quickly came 

up with an excuse. 

“Sorry, I need to go to the rest room.” I said playfully.  

“I can come with you.” The guy replied, “I’m a girl and I also have 

to go to the rest room, you looked sad so I decided to dance with 

you.”  

“What’s your name?” I asked. 

“Tina, and yours?” she replied.  

“What a pretty name, mine is Katherine but you can call me 

Crissy.” I replied. 

From that moment, we clicked. We went to the bathroom and I 

told her everything about what I heard. She agreed to help me. 

We walked to the corridor and found some do not enter tape but 

we did not care.  

Tina looked at the painting and instantly found the key to the 

room. The torches were still there so I grabbed two one for Tina 

and the other for me. I opened the door abruptly. Inside the cellar 

there was a black shadow lurking around.  

“Hello again.” A voice from behind me whispered in a mysterious 

way.  

“Did you hear that?” I asked Tina. 



“No.” Tina replied, “It might be your Imagination,”  

I shrugged it off and we continued to look around. I knew she 

sensed something unusual because of the way she was looking 

around but I didn’t want to confront her.  

“Do you have your phone on you?” I asked pointing at mine.  

“Yeah.” She replied  

“What’s your phone number.” I smiled  

“Oh it’s 990633.” She replied.  

“K, I’ll add you so we can talk whenever, by the way do you want 

to become friends?” I blurted.  

“Oh yeah I didn’t think of that.” Tina exclaimed   

A black shadow started to dance around on the wall, it looked 

like it was making fun of us. I started to laugh loudly. I caught 

Tina’s attention.  

“Why are you laughing?” She asked.  

I couldn’t stop myself from laughing. Then she looked around 

and then started laughing too. When we finally stopped the 

torches ran out of battery. We decided to use our phones even 

though they weren’t as powerful as the other torches. Even 

thought it was faint but we still saw the shadow.  

Suddenly a figure appeared from behind and left the door wide 

open. We were surprised to see Alice with the host, she looked 

like she was crying, I knew she was faking because when she 

saw me, she smiled faintly. From that moment I knew she was 

evil. We got a harsh talking for trespassing.   

When suddenly we all heard a lot of people screaming, we 

rushed to the hall. There was a giant shadow picking up people 

like they were ants. One of the boys where crying and saying, “I 

want my mama!” 



“Call the police.” Someone shouted loudly.  

Soon after the police arrived, they couldn’t do anything. 

Helicopters arrived and they were the size of a bean compared 

to the giant shadow. My ears were hurting a lot.  

I was very scared and I was aching everywhere. The lights where 

flickering on and off. We saw a lot of people running all over then 

suddenly Tina leaped in front and told everyone to come down 

and walk in a single file line. They listened and everyone was 

evacuated. Before evacuating Alice threw me down the stairs 

and I hurt myself. I cried out for help as Alice skipped away. A 

few minutes later Tina ran up to me and helped me up, I had 

broken my leg.  

Tina held my hand and then there was a bright spark coming 

from our hands. A huge lightning bolt struck the giant and it 

melted almost instantly. The crowd erupted outside. The news 

reporters appeared from nowhere.  

“What happened?” one reporter asked.  

“How did you get rid of the giant?” another exclaimed.  

Tina carried me and took me to an ambulance outside. My eyes 

met Alice’s and her face turned red. As the ambulance drove off 

Tina was holding my hand and then asked me for my mom’s 

phone number so she could call her and let her know what 

happened, but before she could call my mom, my mom called 

me.  

“I saw what happened on the news, are you okay, where are 

you?” my worried mom bursted out, “I’m coming to get you.”  

“Mom I’m fine, I’m with a new friend, you can meet us at the 

hospital.” I replied almost out of energy.  

“Okay Crissy.” My mom said sounding relieved.  

When we reached at the hospital, they told me that I had just 

dislocated my bone and that it can be easily fixed. After they had 



fixed my bone my mom and dad busted into the room and 

hugged me. Soon after Tina’s mom came and hugged Tina it 

turns out my mom and Tina’s mom are best friends, now so are 

we.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 3 

 

A few weeks later. 

School has started and I have a new best friend and it turned out 

Tina and I were in the same classes. I had never noticed Tina 

before. When class started, I couldn’t help but notice Alice 

glaring at us, but I didn’t mind. Over the break Tina and I started 

a babysitting job and we do them on the weekends together. At 

break everyone rushed towards a girl in all black. At the front of 

the crowd was Alice and she was saying all sorts of mean stuff 

like “go back to your grave yard”, “You’re so ugly.”  

I pushed through the crowd with Tina then grabbed the girl by 

the arm and rushed to the bath room with Tina and the 

mysterious girl.  

“Why were you getting bullied?” I asked the girl, “What is your 

name?”  

She answered, “I am Aliya, my dad works at a grave yard but my 

mom owns a big business.”  

Tina suggested that we all become friends. We asked her if she 

would like to join us for our babysitting jobs, and she agreed. We 

walked away giggling about how Alice was a bully and then the 

bell rang we rushed to class and sat near each other.  

At lunch a huge thunderstorm erupted and the lights were going 

on and off almost everyone was scared but all three of us didn’t 

flinch. Around one of the tables where Alice and her new friends 

sat there was a big group of people from upper and lower classes 

telling spooky stories. All three of us giggled while looking at 

Alice trembling.  

“She was really terrified of ghosts and what nots.” I said while 

laughing my lungs off.  



We ate our lunch and it was surprisingly delicious. When 

suddenly the group of people surrounding the table gathered 

around us.  

“Remove your curse on this school!” a boy shouted.  

We all looked confused.  

“What curse.” Aliya asked  

Then a loud bang hit the school.  

“Ahh, she’s poshest.” And at that they ran off.  

From that moment we were all called the devil some trio. We 

loved it everyone was scared of us especially Alice. She knew 

that I wasn’t but she thought Tina and Aliya were. I don’t know 

why Alice hates us but it’s her loss. It kept pouring and more and 

more thunder and lightning appeared. It seemed like the lunch 

was never ending, time was going so slow. A snail was faster.   

The day went by very slowly and we had boring lessons at the 

end of the day my mom picked me up and said that I was having 

a sleep over with Tina I asked if my other friend could join us and 

she said yes as long as it is okay with your parents, she nodded 

and pulled out a phone with a beautiful black phone cover.  She 

rung someone and then gave her phone to my mom.  

“Ok, I will.” My mom answered to the strange voice. 

My mom said that all three of us are having a sleepover but on 

the Friday. We all screamed and at the corner of my eye I spotted 

Alice glaring at us. I knew she was jealous because we always 

used to go and have sleep overs.  

The next day at school the three of us walked in and started 

getting weird looks. We brushed it off and when we got to class, 

we were immediately sent to the principal’s office. It turns out the 

back of out shirts had big holes in them and we had to were 

clothes from the lost and found. Aliya didn’t find any black shirts 

and had to wear a pink one. When we got back to class the 



teacher thought that Aliya was a new student. I burst out 

laughing. Then Tina explained that it was Aliya and she was just 

wearing a pink sweater. I got a detention for laughing at the 

teacher.  

Today I was very distracted and when I was looking out the 

window I saw a strange figure, it kind of looked like a clown.  

“Kristine, Kristine!” the teacher shouted.  

“The answer is…” I replied and then I frantically looked around 

for and answer and Aliya wrote it down on her hand and showed 

it to me, “81.”  

“I suppose you aren’t getting another detention.” The teacher 

said while looking annoyed.  

I whispered a thank you to Aliya. I completely forgot about what 

I saw. The rest of the day was very boring.  

I stayed late after school because I had detention.  

It was finally Friday, after school we rushed into my mum’s car 

and when we were at my house we giggled and had a fun pillow 

fight.  

“Dinners ready.” My mom called from up the stairs.  

“Coming!” I replied  

We had put on our pajamas. Tina’s had a blue pajama with dog 

prints. Aliya’s was black with skulls wearing sun glasses. Mine 

was purple and had a space print. Mum had made spaghetti 

bolognaise for dinner. ‘yum’.  

When we were done, I got us some ice cream and watched a 

movie in the living room. Mum had gone to bed and we were all 

alone, but we weren’t scared.  

The wind grew stronger by the minute, suddenly the television 

started acting up, it was glitching. The television switched to an 

unknown channel.  



It started saying things like “I’m coming, be scared,”  

I got a little bit scared, but I told myself not to be scared. Tina 

and Aliya slept while watching the movie and I decided to let 

them sleep. I was still wide awake and then I got the plates and 

cups that we were using to eat and took them to the kitchen. I 

started washing them when suddenly I got a message on my 

phone. It read I’m coming for you. I immediately ran to the girls 

and as I was trying to wake them up, the lights started flickering.  

Soon after the lights went out. I let out a shrill scream and then 

the lights turned back on. I heard giggling from a corner, I looked 

to see Tina and Aliya laughing.  

“Hey, you tricked me!” I exclaimed.  

They continued to giggle. My mum is a very deep sleeper and 

didn’t hear anything. We all continued to giggle when suddenly 

the lights went out.  

“Mum?” I called out. 

“I told you I was coming.” A strange voice let out.  

I managed to stay calm and so did the girls. A bunch of hands 

that felt like clouds, which means it felt like water. I kicked and 

screamed for them to let go. I could hear Tina and Aliya doing 

the same. I heard a truck moving and then it all went blank. 

The moment we woke up we were tied up to chairs and we were 

put far away from each other. 

We were in a room which looked familiar. It was dark and had 

only three other pieces of furniture other than the chairs we were 

sitting on. One was painting of me with white stuff coming out of 

my hand, another was Tina with red stuff coming out of her hand 

(it wasn’t blood), and the last one was Aliya and blue stuff was 

coming out of her hands.  

In the paintings we looked about the same age. The stuff coming 

out of our hand looked like colourful gas. The girls in the  



paintings may have looked like us but their hair was out of this 

world (in a good way). They all had hair that had the same 

colours as their mysterious stuff coming out of their hands. I 

looked around and saw that the girls were awake and also gazing 

at the paintings.  

“I see that you are finally awake.” A voice whispered from behind 

me.  

That sent shivers down my spine. I turned my head around to 

see a strange white figure with big brown eyes. I leapt out of my 

chair but I couldn’t. I forgot that I was tied to a chair.  

“Here, I won’t let you die.” He said while handing us a bowl of 

porridge.  

I for one hated porridge.  

“Yuck!” I yelled  

They uncuffed our hands and threw the porridge on the ground.  

“Now look what you’ve done.” He yelled. 

With the snap of his finger someone came and cleaned up the 

mess. Then another servant came up to me with a can of my 

favorite soda but I didn’t flinch, although it was so tempting to 

take. Then they brought my favorite burgers from the one and 

only burger king, I refused. I glanced over to the direction of the 

girls and it seemed that they were enjoying the porridge. It felt 

like my face turned a pale green. Soon after they came with a 

tray full of gum and pizza, I grabbed them and started chewing. 

When no-one was looking, I sneaked 5 packets of gum in each 

pocket. Now I was ready.  

Soon after a strange familiar figure arrived. When that figure 

stepped into the light. I gasped and almost swallowed the gum.  

“Hello, do you remember me.” The man said.  



The man was wearing clown makeup and a big red nose with a 

rainbow wig, but the only different thing about him was that he 

was wearing a black business suit.  

“Dan?” I asked.  

“I don’t go by that name.” he replied, “hello, Tina, Aliya and 

Crissy.”  

“What do you want with us.” Tina asked angrily  

“Yeah.” Aliya said while siding with Tina.  

“You have super powers. No, I shouldn’t go that deep.” He 

confessed. 

“CONTINUE!” all of us shouted.  

“Okay,” he replied, “Every 100 years 3 lucky people get granted 

with super powers one gets wind another gets fire and another 

gets water. As you probably seen on the wall were the last girls 

who had powers, our company’s goal is to capture people like 

you and take your powers. So far so good. We are going to 

transfer you to our real headquarters in a few hours. Don’t worry 

little girls we will let you rest.” He said while smirking.  

Every one left the room and it was only us three. They forgot to 

tie us back to the chairs. Our hands were free but not the rest of 

our body. I tried wiggling out but couldn’t. I looked over to the 

girls and they were trying as hard as they possibly can to get out 

of their chair.  

“What are we going to do?” Tina whispered.  

“I don’t know.” Aliya whispered.  

“Wait give me a minute.” I urged. 

I got my ring and pressed a button and a small knife popped out 

it was for my Halloween costume. I tried cutting the hand cuffs 

but it didn’t work. I pressed another button and a laser came out 

it took a long time but it cut them. I walked up to the girls and cut 



theirs. Come on let’s look around they must be a secret exit. We 

looked for an exit for about an hour. Then lifted the paintings and 

saw three buttons we pressed them at the same times and a hole 

in the ground appeared. We dashed into the tunnel. 

“Hey where do you think you’re going.” A strange figure let out.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 4 

 

We dashed into the tunnel and heard the sound of footsteps 

getting closer. We rushed and heard them getting closer and 

closer.  

“Faster!” a voice from behind yelled, “We can’t afford to lose 

them.”  

As of that they were getting closer. I suddenly saw a dim light 

growing stronger by the second. I rushed and it was an exit. They 

stopped when we reached the end of the tunnel. I knew that they 

couldn’t be seen outside.  

“That was close.” Tina said while catching her breath.  

“Yeah, but where are we.” Aliya whispered.  

That’s when the smell of rotten fish got to my nose.  

“Yuck what is that smell?” I said while closing my nose.  

I looked around and saw that we were near a beautiful harbor 

with a lot of people around buying all different kinds of rotten fish. 

We looked around and saw that the lake surrounding the small 

town was the colour brown.  

“That’s why it smells bad.” I gasped.  

“Yeah, let’s ask where we are.” Tina suggested.  

Almost everyone that was there were wearing black clothes and 

masks. The only one who didn’t wear black were the merchants 

and little kids.  

“Now, this is where I belong.” Aliya said while smiling.  

“Seriously.” Tina said while acting sassy.  



“Once, my father came home and found me in front of a roaring 

fire. That made my father very mad, as we didn’t have a 

fireplace.” Aliya exclaimed  

We all started laughing and went over to a merchant.  

“Hey, umm excuse me can you tell me where we are?” I asked.  

“Oh, you are in grandy town.” The man replied.  

“Ok, thank you very much.” I replied.  

I walked away not knowing where that was.  

“We should have paid attention in geography.” Aliya blurted out  

“Yeah, we might have known what and where this place is.” Tina 

replied  

I looked around trying to figure out where we were because I was 

the oldest and I was my fault. When I thought that all hope was 

lost I saw a sign post showing directions on how to go to the 

nearest city. We looked how far it was.  

“98 kilometers!” I exclaimed.  

“Well let’s get moving!” Tina said enthusiastically.  

“Wait I have 10 Yen on me, I going to buy us some snacks.” Aliya 

said while running to the markets.  

“Ok.” I replied, “But be quick.”  

We looked around and saw a big hall.  

“Let’s go and check if they have any WIFI.” I suggested.   

“Yeah, we got to tell our parents that we are coming back.” Tina 

replied, “or make up a good excuse.  

“Oh yeah I completely forgot about that.” I blurted out.  

We rushed to the hall and asked if they had WIFI but the called 

for security and we got kicked out.   



“let’s go back and find Aliya.” I said while closing my nose.  

The smell was getting worse and worse. We arrived back where 

we were and saw Aliya looking for us.  

“Where were you guys, but anyways they only eat fish here so I 

couldn’t get any snacks.” Aliya blurted.  

“Well let’s hit the road.” Tina said while marching.  

1 hour later  

We were walking and I knew that since barely anyone was there, 

we had to be careful because Dan might come to get us. I was 

sweating and I couldn’t breathe properly, then suddenly it all 

went blank.  

I heard a bunch of sirens then someone crying. Then when I 

woke up there was a lot of tears on me.  

“Yuck I knew you were a crybaby but right now I’m drenched in 

your tears.” I exclaimed.  

“You’re finally awake.” Tina said gleaming.  

“What happened.” I asked.  

“So, you fainted when we were about to reach the city, then we 

called the emergency line and Tina was crying a lot, but you were 

just dehydrated.” Aliya replied.   

“Me? I wasn’t crying, it was…” she said but then was abruptly 

interrupted by Aliya.  

“Umm excuse me doctor when can we get out of the hospital?” I 

asked.  

“You can leave right now, but make sure you get water.” The 

doctor answered.  

“Thank you.” We all answered. 

“Hey, Aliya do you still have the 10 Yen?” I asked.  



“Yeah.” She replied and then gave it to me.  

I went and got us bottles of water and food from the vending 

machine. We walked around the hospital till we finally found the 

exit.  

“Where should we go?” Tina asked. 

“Let’s go to the police station and just say that we got lost.” I 

answered  

“Why?” Aliya asked  

“If we do have superpowers then we shouldn’t tell anyone.” I 

Replied.  

We wandered around looking for a police station. While we were 

wandering, I got some weird looks. I walked past a store selling 

TVs.  

“Come see this.” Aliya gasped.  

“Welcome to the news, today in Treville, three girls went missing 

when having a sleepover. What do you have to say?” the reporter 

said while pointing to three pictures of us.  

“They were having a sleepover, and I am a deep sleeper, I woke 

up to find the living room a mess and the door broken down.” My 

mom said firmly.  

“We’ve got to go now.” I rushed  

The girls followed and we found the police.   

“What’s your problem?” an officer with a deep voice asked.  

“We are lost.” I replied.  

He looked away from his newspaper and looked at us, then 

suddenly he got out his walkie talky and mumbled something into 

it.  

“Okay, follow me.” He said while gesturing us to come.  



He led us to a police car and told us to enter. I was weirded out.  

“Where are we going?” I asked  

“I’m taking you home, I recognize your faces on the news.?” He 

answered  

I noticed that they were sirens coming from behind the car. I 

looked behind and saw a bunch of police cars.  

“shouldn’t we stop.” I asked  

“Oh, yeah well about that I’m not really a police officer.” The man 

replied  

“What?” I asked  

“Yeah, well I need money and your parents are giving out a 

reward to a person who can find you.” The man replied.  

“I’m not allowing that to happen!” I exclaimed  

I looked at the girls and they looked very worried.  

“Don’t worry, I’ll think of something.” I whispered.  

“Okay.” Tina whispered back 

As the man look through the mirror he asked, “hey what’s going 

on back there?”  

We didn’t reply. I looked around to see that the doors were still 

open but the man was driving really fast so we couldn’t jump out. 

I turned to the back and saw the cops still chasing us. We 

whooshed past a red light and ended up in a forest, and soon 

the sirens of the police were almost gone.  

“Hurry up, you can’t run away again.” The man exclaimed  

“Again?” Aliya questioned.  

“Yeah, don’t you remember today?” he asked.  

“Ahh, wait what?” I asked  



“You ran away from the creepy white figure.” He exclaimed. 

“OH, ok.” I answered  

“Ok no more chit chatting.” He said while walking around 

“Run.” I whispered into the girls’ ears.  

We dashed faster than the speed of light, but the man was way 

faster than he looked.  

“Don’t judge a book by its cover!” Aliya exclaimed.  

Tina and I burst out laughing. Soon after the sirens got a little bit 

louder and louder then suddenly there was a loud creaking 

noise.  

“Put your hands in the air where I can see them!” a loud 

microphone erupted.  

We did as it said.  

“Oh, girls I was so scared.” Mom yelled out.  

We hugged and then the man who was kidnapping us exploded. 

Guts flew everywhere. It was disgusting. Soon after there were 

a lot of police investigating the premises. We were taken to the 

police station to investigate.  

“Why do you thing the man wanted to kidnap you?” police asked.  

We didn’t want to tell them that we have super powers so we 

lied.  

“We had our phones on us and a lot of money, maybe he wanted 

to take us.” Tina exclaimed.  

“Ok?” the police said not looking convinced.  

“But why didn’t you call your parents when you got lost.” He then 

replied.  

“They were out of battery.” Aliya exclaimed.  



“Ok, we’ll look into your case. Have a safe journey back home.” 

The police officer said with a smile.  

We entered my mom’s car and drove back home. When we 

reached back home Aliya’s driver was there to pick her and 

Tina’s mom.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 5 

 

I waved good bye. Then I went up to my room.  

“Goodnight mum.” I yelled from my room.  

“Sleep well.” Mum replied.  

In my room I couldn’t stop thinking about our powers, and I 

wanted to learn how to use my wind powers. I made sure to lock 

my door and closed my window. I put my hands in front of me 

and tried and tried until wind came out of my hands, nothing 

came out. Then a brilliant idea popped into my head, what if I did 

the same pose as in the painting, but it didn’t work.  

“Focus, focus!” I exclaimed.  

“Shouldn’t you be in bed.” Mum called from down the stairs.  

“Sorry I’m going to go to bed soon.” I apologized  

“Ok.” Mum replied  

“Wind. Wind. Wind.” I thought in my head  

“Wind power activate.” A voice in my head exclaimed.  

Suddenly the white stuff came out of my hand and then I looked 

into my mirror and saw that my hair had changed colour. It was 

a beautiful silver colour and it was shimmering, and I was going 

to tell the girls tomorrow when we go to the cinema.  

“Welcome, I am Sierra and I will be your assistant and guide.” 

The voice in side my head said.  

“Ok, ummm… hi Sierra.” I replied.  

“I will tell you everything you have to know and you will begin 

training tomorrow, you are the second of the three universal 

diamonds, but you are still the first one to awaken your powers, 

you mustn’t tell your other friends, they must awaken theirs on 



their own. You are the white diamond and you control the wind 

but you must be careful not to make a tornado. You can also 

move things with the wind power. Do you want to know about the 

other powers?” Sierra asked.  

“Yeah sure.” I said still shocked.  

“I will tell you tomorrow during training, right now you should go 

to bed.” It said.  

I went to bed and when I woke up, I got my phone and told Tina 

and Aliya that I’m not coming to the movies.  

“Morning.” Mum said joyfully, “I’m going to the capital city today, 

I will see you at 18:00.”  

“Ok, bye mom.” I replied.  

I rushed to the bath room and took a shower, then when I was 

done getting ready, I went to my room to practice.  

“Wind, wind, wind.” I thought  

Then I transformed to the white diamond. I didn’t notice but my 

clothes changed. I was like a real-life superhero.  

“Welcome, back Crissy. So, before we start, I’m going to tell you 

about the red diamond and the blue diamond. The red one 

controls fire and can transform into a dragon it’s the most 

powerful, and the blue one controls water it can transform into a 

sea dragon, oh and how could I forget you can transform into an 

air dragon.” It said.  

“Ok, what are we going to learn today.” I asked  

“Oh, you are going to learn how to control your powers…wait the 

other diamonds have awakened their powers.” It replied.  

“Yay, finally.” I exclaimed.  

“Ok, let’s start, you have three major spells I’m going to teach 

you, first you have to think about your powers, then make the 



wind in your hand in a circle shape and in side it makes the wind 

spin in different directions. Wait first we have to go to a forest, 

just make yourself float by saying MINATERO!” Sierra 

exclaimed.  

“MINATERO!” I exclaimed and within seconds I was flying, 

“wheeeee!”  

When we reached the forest, I did what she told me and it 

worked.  

“Now, point it to a tree and see what it does.” Sierra said joyfully.   

Whoosh, the tree had a giant hole in the middle of it.  

“That is called a rasengan.” Sierra exclaimed, “The next one is 

called a Wind blade, first imagine a sword in your hand now 

make the wind into the shape of that sword.”  

“Like this?” I asked  

“Yes, you are getting this very quickly.” Sierra said shocked 

“Now, slice that tree.”  

Whoosh and the tree cut in half.  

“Now, this is the most important Spell yet. You are going to turn 

into a dragon, go you have to imagine you are a dragon flying 

through the sky now use your MINATERO, and then say when 

you are flying say DRAGON CONVERTION!” Sierra exclaimed.  

“…DRAGON CONVERTION.” I exclaimed, “Wow I’m a dragon!”  

“Ok now blow, you are going to blow away all the leaves.” Sierra 

exclaimed  

I did as she said and almost all the leaves blew away and then I 

decided to do a dragon wind sword.  

“DRAGON WIND SWORD!” I exclaimed  

I had a giant sword in my hand.  

“How do I go back to being a human?” I asked.  



“You say DECONTRA.” She answered.  

“DECONTRA!”  

“Thank you I’m a bit tired I’ll see you later.” I said my goodbyes.  

“I’m always with you, even when you aren’t transformed, aren’t 

you going to tell your friends.” She exclaimed.  

“Oh yeah, thank you.” I said joyfully.  

“You’re welcome.” She replied.  

“MINATERO!” I said while flying back home.  

 When I reached home, I got on my phone and asked the girls if 

they wanted to meet up again at a small café. They agreed, but 

at 4:00pm. I looked around and suddenly noticed that I haven’t 

eaten lunch and my tummy was rumbling.  

I made myself some instant noodles because I was too lazy to 

cook. I went to the backyard and started to practice my spells. It 

was hard to maintain the dragon spell so I was working on that, 

luckily our trees were very tall so the neighbors didn’t see me.  

“Tell me Sierra, do we have to protect the world like 

superheroes?” I asked 

“Yes, but in secret” She answered, “and you will start by 

defeating that clown.”  

“Ok, we will try, but they are strong.” I replied.  

“You can do it with the rest of the diamonds.” She said joyfully.  

I looked at my phone and saw that it was already 4pm I rushed 

and then I thought why I didn’t just use the flying spell.  

“MINATERO!” I yelled.  

I flew to the café it only took five minutes.  

“Hi girls.” I said from behind them.  



“Ahh, you scared me, the coolest thing happened to me.” Tina 

replied  

“I think it happened to all of us.” I confessed.  

“Have your robots in your heads told you everything?” Aliya 

asked.  

“Yeah.” Tina answered.  

“Same here, but have you finished your training?” I asked.  

“Almost, I have two more spells.” Aliya answered.  

“Same.” Tina replied.  

“But did you know you can make your own spells, I have made 

one, it’s called dragon wind sword.” I said joyfully.  

“Wow when I’m done with training, I’m going to make my own 

spell.” Tina replied.  

“I have a plan; we have to defeat the clown man so we go back 

to the tunnel on Monday since we now have powers and there is 

no school the whole week.” I suggested  

“What are we going to tell our parents?” Aliya asked. 

“Maybe we tell them that we have a school trip to explore the 

whole of Japan.” Tina suggested.  

“Yeah, but what if they ask the school?” I asked. 

“Okay let’s sleep on it and tell each other in the morning.” I said 

while looking at my watch.  

“Oh my god I have to go wait follow me.” I said while getting up 

and going to the back of the café.  

I lead them to the back of the café.  

“MINATERO!” I exclaimed, “Have a good day see you 

tomorrow.”  

“Wow.” Tina exclaimed.  



“Bye.” Aliya yelled.  

 I flew home and while I was flying, I saw my mum’s car parking 

into the driveway. I rushed into the living room and acted like I 

was there the whole time.  

“Hi, hope you weren’t to bored.” Mum asked.  

“Nope, I had loads of fun.” I replied. 

“Okay, what do you want for dinner?” mum asked  

“Umm, just some noodles.” I replied 

“Alright.” Mum answered.  

I ran to my room trying to make a plan.  

“Hey Sierra, can you make a plan?” I asked.  

“Yes, but only once you have finished your training.” She calmly 

said  

“What, I thought I was done!” I exclaimed.  

“Well, you have only done the first part of your training, you still 

have a long way.” She explained.  

“’Dinners ready!” mum called from down the stairs.  

“Coming.” I yelled.  

I walked down the stairs and sat at the dining table and slurped 

my noodles.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 6 

I ran up to my room and felt a small breeze rush through my ears 

and a shiver ran down my spine. I had a bad feeling about this. 

Suddenly the house went silent.  

“Mum!” I yelled, “Are you there?”  

There was no reply. That’s when I really got scared, so I grabbed 

my phone and called 119, but no one answered. I noticed a dark 

grim shadow walking around the corridors, I rushed out of my 

bedroom a turned on the lights. The dark shadow was my mum 

sleepwalking. I tried to wake her up but she was a deep sleeper. 

I took her to bed. I took a deep breath, and just realized what 

happened.  

“Morning,” Mum called from my door. 

“Morning,” I said tiered  

“Come and eat breakfast,” Mum said with a smile.  

“Ok coming,” I replied.  

 “itadakimasu, (We have to say before eating),” I said before 

sitting down.  

 I love rice and miso soup and ohitashi (boiled vegetables).  

“What do you want for lunch?” mum asked.  

“Umm…maybe dumplings,” I replied.  

“Is it a yes or a no, tell me,” Mum asked.  

“Yes!” I replied.  

I ate my food quickly and ran up to my room. I began to think 

hard, why couldn’t I think of a plan?  

“Wind, wind, wind!” I exclaimed.  

“Hello Crissy,” Sierra exclaimed 



“Hi, I want to finish my training today.” I burst out.  

“We can’t finish it all today.” She replied.  

“Well, we can still try,” I answered.  

“Ok, but it I’ll be though.” Sierra replied, “Ok let’s go to the forest.”  

“MINATERO!” I exclaimed.  

“This time fly to the Kyoto Sagano Bamboo Forest.” Sierra called 

from inside my head.  

“Okay.” I replied.  

I flew to the beautiful dark green bamboo forest. I flew to the 

deepest part of the forest so that no-one would see me.  

“Perfect.” Sierra exclaimed.  

“Ok, what should I do now?” I asked.  

“Ok now you are going to grow your abilities, the white diamond 

abilities are: Super speed, you can push and pull things away 

and you can fly. You are the only person out of the diamonds 

that can do these abilities. Now let’s start with super speed. Put 

all your wind at your bum like a fart and run.” Sierra exclaimed.  

“Ok, umm…like this. Ugh!” I let out.  

“Not quite.” Sierra replied, “Try again but push the wind out of 

your bum like a big fart and then start running, Okay?”  

“Right, let me try again.” I answered. 

“Ahhhhh!” I yelled.  

I ran super-fast, everything around me was blurred.  

“Yay, I’m doing it!” I yelled. 

“Yeah, but look where you’re going.” Sierra said calmly. 

When I finally stopped, I felt a little dizzy, and I ran up to a couple 

of strangers, I heard them say in Japanese that I’m crazy. I 



quickly ran back in the forest hoping that they would forget about 

me. 

“Perfect, now we have to work on making you see.” Sierra said 

mockingly.  

“Ha-ha.” I said statistically, “okay now teach me.”  

“Ok fine, when you are running, focus your eyes on where you 

want to go, don’t look anywhere else.” Sierra exclaimed.  

“Ok, I got it.” I said enthusiastically  

I ran and I saw what was ahead of me clearly, but it was so hard 

to control where I was going. I almost tumbled across the forest 

but I managed to stabilize myself.  

“Hey Sierra, tell me do you know what I’m thinking?” I asked.  

“Yeah, if you’re on a mission and you have to be quiet, but yeah 

I can all the time.” Sierra replied.  

“But did you read my mind when I didn’t activate you yet?” I 

asked  

“Yeah, but I couldn’t talk to you, in fact I can see what you’re 

seeing.” Sierra answered.  

“What?” I replied, “That’s cool, I had a friend in me all this time.”  

“I guess.” Sierra said silently.  

“Wow Sierra!” I exclaimed.  

“Ok, Sierra please help me make a plan, it’s to save the world.” I 

begged Sierra.  

“Only when you have finished your training.” Sierra confessed.  

“Ok but I’m tiered, for now, let’s go back,” I asked.  

“Ok,” Sierra answered.  

“MINATERO!” I exclaimed and flew back into my room.    



I looked at my watch and saw that it was already twelve. When 

was mum going to finish making the dumplings? GRRR, even 

my tummy was telling my mum to hurry up.  

“So, Sierra, teach me how to pull and push things.” I thought.  

“Ok,” Sierra said from inside my head. “First put your hands in 

front of you and imagine a string coming from your hands, kind 

of like a lasso.”  

“Ok, so kind of like Spiderman,” I asked.  

“Yeah, I guess, except that it’s wind and invisible,” Sierra 

explained.  

“Like this,” I asked.  

“No, put a little more energy,” Sierra exclaimed.  

“Okay,” I replied.  

“Lunch’s ready,” Mum called from down the stairs. 

“Coming,” I answered.  

I walked down the stairs and saw this big feast with sushi, 

noodles, and dumplings.  

“Wow, what’s all this food for?” I asked shocked.  

“Turn around.” My mum said excitedly.  

I swiftly turned around to see my dad. I screamed.  

“What are you doing here, I thought you were in the military?” I 

said surprised.  

“Well, I am not going to miss Shōgatsu (Japanese new year),” 

Dad replied.  

“Yay!” I exclaimed.  

We sat down to this giant feast.  

 “itadakimasu.” Dad and I said at the same time.  



We laughed, then slurped up the noodles.  

“Yum.” My dad said with noodle soup on his face.  

Mum laughed and I laughed with her. After eating I excused 

myself and went up to my room.  

“Sierra, I did it,” I exclaimed.  

“Did what?” Sierra asked.  

“Look,” I replied.  

I pulled my lamp to me and pushed it back to its original position, 

then I stepped back and used all my strength and made my bed 

float up to my ceiling and put it back down.  

“So, was it cool or not?” I asked.  

“Wow, that was quick,” Sierra admitted.  

“Now I got to go,” I said while rushing downstairs.  

“Mama, where is dad?” I asked.  

“Oh, he went to bed,” Mum replied.  

“Ok, thank you,” I replied.  

“Mum I am coming back in 30 minutes,” I said while running 

outside.  

“Wait, where are you going?” mum asked.  

“I’m going to the café with my friends,” I replied.  

“Ok, have fun,” mum answered.  

I dashed out of there and went to the café. I knew that dad was 

there it was a secret code from my childhood. Before leaving I 

went to the backyard.  

“MINATERO!” I yelled and flew to the back of the café  

I entered the café and spotted dad right away.  



“I knew you would come.” Dad whispered, “I didn’t come here 

just to celebrate Shōgatsu you know. I have heard some intel 

that I think you need to know.”  

“Ok go ahead,” I replied.  

“One of your friend’s parents is the one responsible for the 

organization trying to get you,” Dad explained.  

“Wait,” I said while interrupting him, “how do you know about us, 

also which one of my friends?”  

“Umm…I am actually a government spy, but you’re not allowed 

to tell anyone, I’m the only one of us who knows and the girl is 

called Aliya I think.” Dad confessed.  

“What!” I said shocked.  

“But she doesn’t know about her parents,” Dad uttered 

“Okay, what will we do about this?” I asked.  

“I’m not sure,” Dad replied.  

“Okay, meet you at home, actually follow me,” I told dad.  

I lead him to the back of the café which seems to never have 

anyone there.  

“Look at me dad,” I yelled.  

“MINATERO!” I exclaimed.  

“Wow, you’re flying!” dad said shocked.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 7 

 

I reached home and went to my bedroom.  

“Okay, I’m done with my training right Sierra?” I asked her.  

“Nope, you have one more but you need the other diamonds to 

it, you know you already did it with one of the other diamonds, 

the red one, Tina.” She explained. 

“What, when?” I asked.  

“The day of the Halloween party, you held hands with Tina and 

a white beam came out of your hands and the monster 

disappeared,” Sierra replied.  

“Oh yeah, I remember now,” I replied, “so what will I do now?”  

“Think of a plan or practice the things you have learned and 

make new spells,” Sierra suggested.  

“Yeah, but I’ll hang out with dad and mom,” I replied  

“Ok, wait Tina has finished her training and she only has one 

more spell the one you are doing,” Sierra uttered.  

“Wow, what about Aliya?” I asked.  

“Oh, I’m not sure I haven’t sensed any of her training progress,” 

Sierra replied.  

“That’s weird,” I replied.  

“I know now!” I said while rushing down the stairs, “Mum I’m 

going out.”  

“Ok,” mum replied.  

“Sierra is there some way we can talk with the other diamonds 

telepathically?” I asked while running outside.  

“Yeah, who do you want to talk to?” Sierra asked.  



“All of them!” I exclaimed.  

“Ok, no one apart from us and the other diamonds will hear this 

conversation, talk now,” Sierra exclaimed  

“Hello, guys I have a plan for how we can destroy the evil clown,” 

I said in my head kind of like how I talk with Sierra.  

“Ok let’s hear it,” Tina replied.  

“By the way, Aliya stay away from your parents, they might have 

something to do with all this,” I explained.  

“Help me, they have captured me!” Aliya exclaimed.  

“Where?” Tina asked.  

“I’m not sure, but the only thing I know is that I am in a forest,” 

Aliya said in a sad and worried tone.   

“Don’t worry we’re coming tonight, Tina, tell your mum that I’m 

coming over that way we can go to the Kyoto bamboo forest to 

look for Aliya,” I suggested.  

“Ok, on it,” Tina exclaimed.  

“Ok bye everyone and don’t worry Aliya we’re coming to save 

you,” I said in a heroic voice.  

“MINATERO!” I exclaimed in a dark alleyway so no one could 

see me.  

I flew as it got dark, I had no plan but we can just go with the 

flow.” I thought to myself.  

“Wait, don’t tell me you heard that,” I said to Sierra.  

“Yep, loud and clear,” Sierra replied.  

I flew to Tina’s front porch and knocked on their door and waited 

for someone to open the door.  

“Coming!” a loud shrill voice replied.  



“Welcome.” Tina’s little sister said as I spotted Tina walking 

behind her.  

“Hi, little Daisy,” I said while picking her up.  

“Hello.” She replied.  

“Ok, come on let’s go,” Tina said while closing the door.  

I said hello to Tina’s parents and then walked upstairs to her 

room. Her room was all red with red bed and clothes. All the walls 

were red and flames were painted all over.  

“Wow, since when,” I asked.  

“Since I was the red diamond,” Tina replied.  

“Ok so after eating dinner I will fly you to the Kyoto bamboo forest 

and look for their lair,” I explained.  

“Luckily red diamonds have a very good nose.” Tina said while 

dancing around in her room, “But I can only smell people whom 

I know.”  

“Girl’s dinner’s ready.” Tina’s mum yelled.  

“Ok, coming mum,” Tina replied.  

We walked down the stairs and ate pizza.  

“So, are you girls going to watch a movie?” Tina’s mum asked.  

“Yeah, on my computer in my room, we are going to have a 

movie marathon so please don’t disturb us,” Sierra explained.  

“Ok.” Tina’s parents said while nodding their heads.  

“Thank you for the dinner,” Tina and I exclaimed while putting 

our dishes in the sink and walking up the stairs. 

“Wind, wind, wind.” I thought.  

“Wow, you look on fire!” I exclaimed.  

“Thanks, you too,” Tina replied.  



“MINATERO!” I exclaimed, “Grab on.”  

“Ok.” Tina replied.  

I flew through the cloudy black sky and looked up to see little 

twinkling stars. When we reached the forest had a lot of fog and 

I kept hearing weird noises in some places.  

“It is so creepy in here.” Tina Uttered 

“Ok start sniffing,” I exclaimed.  

“Ok,” Tina replied.  

I followed Tina around and she led me to an unusually big 

bamboo tree.  

“She is somewhere in here,” Tina exclaimed.  

“In a bamboo tree?” I asked.  

“Wait, I think it’s a secret tunnel leading to the lair,” Tina replied.  

“Hello.” Someone whispered from behind us.  

I screamed and so did Tina. I grabbed Tina’s hand and used my 

super speed to get us out of there. I couldn’t see well in the dark 

when suddenly White beams came out of my eyes and I could 

suddenly see very well like it was daytime. My eyes light up the 

whole area.  

“I was so scared and I panicked,” I said while catching my breath.  

“Guys help me they are about to take my powers away!” Aliya 

exclaimed from our heads.  

“We are right outside how do we get in?” Tina asked.  

“All I know is that they are three bamboos which you push and 

lead you to where I am,” Aliya explained.  

“Come to think of it I did smell your scent in three places but I 

just followed the strongest scents,” Tina confessed.  



“Ok, Aliya stay on the telepathy call, now lead me to the other 

scents,” I thought.  

“Ok, follow me,” Tina yelled.  

I followed Tina and she led me to another bamboo tree that was 

unusually big. I pushed it and the ground opened up. When 

suddenly a loud siren erupted in our ears. I heard a lot of people 

running behind us so I decided to crank up my speed I grabbed 

a hold of Tina’s hand and dashed through the never-ending 

corridors as soon as I lost sight of the people running after us, I 

stopped.  

“Lead me to Aliya,” I uttered so that no one could hear me.  

“Ok,” Tina whispered.  

I followed Tina’s nose and when she stopped, I bumped into her.  

“What’s wrong?” I asked worriedly.  

“I can’t smell her anymore,” Tina said shocked.  

“What do you mean?” I asked.  

“That she’s…wait I smell her again!” Tina exclaimed.  

“Guys I’m strapped to a chair they’re going to remove my 

powers!” Aliya shouted.  

“We’re coming!” I yelled.  

“Here,” Tina yelled.  

I kicked down the door and immediately my eyes spotted Aliya 

looking sick and weak. She had bruises all over her body. I was 

speaking with Tina telepathically so the enemy didn’t hear what 

we were saying. I used my wind lasso and tried to grab Aliya but 

she was tied up really tight.  

“Distract the enemy, I’ll get Aliya.” I thought.  

“Ok. Tina thought.  



While Tina was distracting the clown, I used my wind blade to 

cut the straps tied around Aliya then I put her on my back.  

“Fireball!” Tina exclaimed.  

That spell set the room into flames.  

“I see you have almost mastered your powers.” The clown said 

while dodging all of Tina’s fireballs.  

“Do the dragon conversion spell,” I told Tina from my head.  

“DRAGON CONVERSION!” we both exclaimed from inside our 

heads.  

We turned into dragons and I placed Aliya on my back.  

“Charge!” I shouted as if I was in a battle royal.  

I used up all my power on the dragon conversion and I couldn’t 

use it for a long time however Tina was using her full strength.  

“Fireball Spin!” Tina exclaimed.  

And with that, a lot of fireballs flew out of her mouth. Her dragon 

was long like a Chinese dragon with fire spreading everywhere.  

Soon after Tina started losing her energy and she fell to the 

ground near us.  

“Say your last goodbyes.” The clown man said while exploding 

with laughter.  

He tapped a button on his ring and a giant tall black monster 

appeared. The monster started to walk closer to us and he was 

about to grab us we did our last hug.  

“Goodbye.” We all cried hugging each other.  

Suddenly a giant colorful beam came from us and it blinded the 

clown’s eye then the colorful beam turned into a lot of beams and 

started to shoot the clown. The clown dropped to the ground 

dead. We all cheered and celebrated and then we turned around 



to walk to the hospital to treat our wounds. Then a hand touched 

us.  

“Where are you going?” the clown said with blood around his 

body...  

 

 

 

 

 


